Millom School Learning Journey: English

Show determination: attend
targeted weekly intervention
sessions/intervention
homework.

Consider completing an
open online course
(independently) related
to something we’ve
studied, to enhance a
further education
application and
improve your ability to
investigate.

Be determined to juggle the
demands of Component 4
coursework and the
Component 3 synoptic unit.

Read short stories and novels
written between 1880 and
1910 in preparation for
Component 3 –you will need
to be determined,
independent and an
investigator. Share your
findings with your classmates
in a collaborative and
supportive way.

Begin to show an
understanding of how
Component 2 links to
a number of careers:
lawyer, police officer,
judiciary and The
Church.

Make sure you are determined
and independent: the first 1500
words of your coursework must
be completed before September.

Apprenticeship
University

The Millom Learner

Sit final GCE exams. To
communicate your subject
knowledge and
understanding
s

Determined

Show
understanding
Be determined to develop
Collaborate with
when
an ‘academic register’ to
experts to explore
completing
support exam and
English and related
coursework.
coursework responses.
degrees at university
Attend bespoke revision
and attend a workshop.
sessions to increase your
written communication skills.

Investigate
Ruskin through
trip to
Brantwood’.

Communicator
Positive

Develop your independence
doing research for Components 1
&2. Also, develop selfconfidence with selecting
appropriate academic reading
material, utilising the expertise
of the librarian.

Understanding
Independent
Collaborator
Investigator

Sit final GCSE
exams. To
communicate
your subject
knowledge and
understanding.
Use revision books,
independently, to
refresh your memory of
the English literature
and English language
courses.

Sit Y11 PiXL
wave mock to
show clear
understanding
of Component
2 English
Language.

Ensure you have read
all of the novels on the
coursework reading list
to push your
independent
investigation skills.

Have a positive
attitude to your
revision – create a
plan and stick to it
with determination
and utilise the library.
Show determination:
Attend targeted
weekly intervention
sessions/intervention
homework.

Develop revision
techniques and
positive self-study
habits for the mock
exams (Comp 1).

Develop your
independent
practical,
Sit Y11 PiXL
communicative and wave mock to
investigative study
show clear
skills. Careers:
understanding
journalist,
of Component
policeman/woman,
1 English
historian, forensic
Language.
scientist, teacher and
all types of clerical
jobs.

Understand how to reference your
coursework. Investigate the
‘Harvard System’.
Take an investigative
trip to a higher
education establishment
to attend a seminar on
journalism/ teaching
English.
Be determined to watch a
Shakespeare play live or
recorded.

Collaborate when carrying
out an appraisal of the
development of each
other’s skills.

Positive focus on
research into further
and higher education
progression pathways
involving English
Literature to
determine if this is the
course for you.

Attend an options
assembly to focus
positively on the
merits of A Level
English
Literature.

